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Candidates should answer in their own words 
and adhere to the word limit as practicable.

All symbols are of usual significance. 

GROUP-A
fau11- 

1. Answer any one question from the following: 4x1 = 4 

(a) Distinguish between correlation approach and regression approach to the analysis 
of bivariate data. 

(b) Discuss uses of Geometric Mean. 

(c) If A.M. and G.M. of two positive real numbers are 10 and 8 respectively, find 
their H.M. 

(4) Prove that b, b= 

r= correlation coefficient, RO FRRT, 

byrregression coefficient of y on x 

bry=regression coefficient ofx ony. 

(e) During a certain period the cost of living Index Number goes up from 110 to 200 
and salary of a worker is also raised from Rs. 325 to Rs. 500. Does the worker 

really gain? If so, by how much? 

(1) Explain different components of a time series. 
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B.AJB.Sc./Part-1/Hons./ECOA-I/2021 6x = 6 2 Answer any one question from the following: 

2+4 (a) (i) What do you mean by dispersion?

Cii) Show thatx- is least ifA = Median 

= 
3 

6) (i) How will you explain kurtosis of a frequency distribution? 

3 (ii) Show that Bowley's measure of skewness lies between +1 and -. 

Ca1e Bowley's afota} Pateda ATT+| CUG-| H) QICE 

15x1= 15 
3. Answer any one question from the following:

2 
(a) (i) What is coefficient of variation? 

5 
(ii) If ar + by +c=0 is the relation between two variables x and y then find the 

correlation coefficient between x and y. 

1 y6 br 93 y-91 HCX) K ax+by +c=0 , Ur 93R y brn i0 7 

6+2 
(ii) Find median from the following data. 

Weight in kg 36-40 4145 46-50 51-55 56-60 61-65 66-70 

53 50 37 25 
14 26 40 

No. of person 

If mean is 54.3 kg. comment on the shape of distribut ion. 

af 9Ty=54.3 kg O RRIAR TTR TA ZA? 

7 

(b) (i) Calculate Quartile Deviation. 

Quartile Deviation' N FTATI 

Class 90-99 100-109 110-119 120-129 130-139 140-149 

27 +2 
76 69 Frequency 65 
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(i) If frequency. mean and standard deviation of two sets of observations be 8 

O and n,. T,, O, respectively. then show that 

O n,0 +nd + n,d 

where d=-*, d, =+,-T 
o variance of composite set 
= mean of composite set. 

a +n,0 + n,dj +n,d; 

TRTA d=-7, d^=+,-T 

(c) i) What are the uses of Index number? 

(ii) Compute the Marshall-Edgeworth price index from the data given below: 

Commodity 2012 2017 

Price Quantity Price Quantity 

A 2 74 82 

B 125 4 140 

C 40 6 33 

(ii) Discuss the problem in the construction of index numbers. 

cd 
(d) (i) Show that r, 

eld 

Where u, = 
d 

a, b, e, d are arbitrary constants, c#0, d#0 

= correlation coefficient. 

cd 

aaltcA u,= 

a, b, c, d=F, c#0,d#0 
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(i) Given 2x=125. y=80. *=1585. 

=650, ay=1007, n=10. 
Caleulate () correlation coefficient r, (i) two regression equarions 

Cr IRx=125, y=80, x=1585, 
2650. xy=1007, n=10. 

GROUP-B 

. Answer any one question from the following: 4x1 = 4 

2+1+1 

(a) Define convex set. Give two examples of convex set in economic analysis. Give two examples of increasing economic function. 
Convex set' iCo f KAI ? Convex set-9 7 SRT RIS T 7RAIO4 b 

4 

() Consider a firm with the production function =KI with Px = Rs. 9 and P= Rs. 4. How much of the two factors will the firm use if the desired output is 30 units? 

I A 9PT PTAA BRITA T* 0=K"°I, ariA P = 9 T 9R P= 4 

(c) If the marginal cost function is 

MC=2+3o+5/ find the total cost function F(Q), when F()=21. 
ae aA UT MC =2+3/Q +5/O, CaD, T U7 F(O) CA, 7 F())=21.

(d) Obtain the equilibrium values of national income Y and saving S for consumption functions C=25+0.7Y and investment function I=5+0.2Y. 3+1 
What will happen to equilibrium saving(S) if autonomous consumption falls to 20? 

ol C=25+0.7Y RACA *5 I=5+0.2Y I, T A () R 

(e) Show that income share weighted average of income elasticities is unity and show that two goods cannot be "Superior in a two good world. 3+1 
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5. Answer any one question from the following: 6x1 = 6 

4+1+1 

(a) Derive the value of the balanced budget multiplier in a IS-LM model. How does its value Differ from a simple Keynesian Model? Can they be equal? If yes, when? 

4+1+1 

(6) The market demand function of a competitive industry is represented by Q=10.5-P, where Q is the quantity and P is the price. All firms in the industry have identical cost function C=q-qi +0.5q', where C is the cost of a firm and q 1S the quantity of output produced by each firm. Calculate The output produced by each firm in the long run (i) Long run equilibrium price 
(i) The equilibrium number of firms. 

aljocatforTT MC TST 5RI UTT O=10.5-P, ARIA P 3 I 9R Q rtseA, Pisa afoto ea afoaraa 3 I C=q-q +0.5q', C 

6. Answer any one question from the following: 
15x] = 15 

4+4+7 

(a) i) State the Slutsky equation for a national consumer and deduce from it that a Giffen good must be an inferior good. 
(i) Show that for the utility function u=q 42, the Income-expansion path is a straight line from the origin. 

(i) If U=Y?.[ is the utility function of a person where Y denotes wage income and L denotes leisure time enjoyed (per day basis). Find out her optimum leisure when the wage rate is Rs. 100 per hour. 

13T1F ? 
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() Consider the production function )-IK Find out the ongrun cot 

unetion assoeiated with it. low does the average cost belave with cange 
in output? 

(ii) Consider the following static model. 

q=a+bp(a >0, b< 0) 

=ctdp(d >0, c<0) 
Examine the effect of a unit tax ' on the price in this model. 

=a+bp(a > 0. b<0) 

=c+dp(d >0, c<0) 

(c) () In the following model of cofce and sugar, demand and supply functions 8+7 
are given as 

D =100-5P -P: S. =-20+2P 

D, =80-4P,-2P: S, =-10+P 
Using matrix inversion, determine the equilibrium prices and quantities for 
the two goods. 

() Using Cramer's rule in a IS-LM model, show how equilibrium national 
income and the rate of interest will change as a result of increase in the 

autonomous consumpt ion expenditure. 

D =100-5P -P: S, =-20+2P 

D, =80-4P, -2P: S, = -10+P 

(d) i) Show that if a consumer maximizes his utility subject to a budget constraint 
7+4+4 

from one given utility index, she will belave in identical fashion irrespectiveof the utility index chosen as long as the index selected is a monotonie 
transformation of the original one.

(i) Prove that in a two commodity world, expenditure share weighted sum of 
own price elasticity for the first commodity and cross price elasticity of the second commodity equals expenditure share of tlhe first commodity with a 
negative sign. 

(ii) Given AR=60-3Q, find the tolal revenue function and the nmarginalrevenue function. 
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N..udets uove to comphete sululolum of thelr Auwwr Merhln thwrngla muall / HWlutnuny 
er owH resypecthve tolleyex on lhe mie dday / thte of exmmbualon wilhin I luun olher uml uf 
wt twrsty/ Cullege anthortlhes will uoi hu helt rewpunwsihle fon wmg mulmutoton tut in 
y utes, Stuletw are Mtryly undvwrl mt to ubnt multphe vopher f the semo mwe 
NCrlp. 
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